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ENGAGEMENT FACTSHEET

ENGAGEMENT RATIONALE
Ongoing disappointing news flow caused Intertrust shares to derate
disproportionally in 2020 - 2021. The significant valuation discount to peers
was a potential risk as it allows a potential buyer to acquire the company at an
unjustified low share price to unlock the value of the business in a private
environment. A structurally declining share price also signals reduced
confidence in the company’s ability to survive on a standalone basis and
potentially deters (new) clients which typically sign long term contracts.

BACKGROUND
The global trust industry is under mounting pressure due to stricter regulation,
the negative public sentiment following the publication of the Panama papers
and a growing negative stance of governments and regulatory bodies. Also,
the role of the trust industry potentially facilitating tax evasion puts the sector
under mounting pressure as financial markets increasingly pay attention to
ESG related investment criteria. Unlike the company name suggests most of
the company’s activities relates to fund management and corporate services
and trust only represents a relatively small part of the total business. Whereas
most other industry players are privately held, Intertrust is publicly listed and
thus runs significant reputation risks. Hence, it is not surprising that the
company relies on very strict client acceptance criteria and has high quality
procedures and checks in place. The lack of any reference to Intertrust in the
Panama Papers conforms the strong credentials of the company.

THEME FOR ENGAGEMENT
x Strategic decision making/active portfolio management to crystalize value
x Name change of the company

ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
x Issuance of clear strategic/financial framework that focusses on the medium-

term sound growth prospects, high recurring nature of the business and
favourable cashflow generation.

x Exit businesses which potentially link to tax evasion and trust to reduce
reputation risk, increase the growth profile of Intertrust and unwind the
valuation discount of the corporate services and fund management
activities.

x Rename the company as reference to trust does not properly cover the
activities of the company and reduces investors’ appetite.

ENGAGEMENT RESULTS

x We discussed our concerns and shared our thoughts with the CEO/CFO
during various (regular) conversations and participated in an investor
perception study which was initiated by the company (2020).

x With the 3Q21 results Intertrust announced a review of the portfolio, to drive
value for stakeholders. In the meantime, Intertrust initiated a €100m share
buy back to take advantage of the low share price.

x The company scheduled an investor day 23 November 2021 offering the
newly appointed CEO a platform to update the company’s strategy and
provide a financial framework for the medium term. The event was
cancelled last minute because of a take-over bid.

x Intertrust took independent advice and conducted a confidential process to
ascertain potential interest in an acquisition of the company in the third
quarter of 2021. In November multiple industry peers and private equity
players expressed their interest in acquiring Intertrust. CSC offered €20 per
share and this offer was recommended by the Intertrust board. In our view,
the company followed this dual track of evaluating external strategic
interests from peers next to internal strategy review to ultimately drive
shareholder value creation. We judge the offer price as fair and therefore
see our engagement on strategy as closed successfully due to this route
generating considerable value for participants in our fund.

NEXT STEPS
x We closed the engagement successfully

DEVELOPMENT MILESTONE

COMPANY
Intertrust NV engages in the 
provision of private client, capital 
markets, corporate and fund 
services.

COUNTRY
Netherlands

SECTOR
Investment Services

MARKET CAP
Mid Cap

ISSUE
Strategic direction and shareholder 
value creation

MATERIALITY
A structural significant 
undervaluation of shares puts the 
execution of the company’s long 
term strategy at risk

RISK
x Crystallization of valuation 

outside the stock exchange 
following a take-over approach at 
depressed share price level.

x A structurally declining share 
price shies away existing and 
new clients as they typically sign 
long term contracts.
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